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Ayo Ogundayo

BIO OF THE DESIGNERS

Ayo Ogundayo is a London based designer
and creator of 95_AP, a genderless luxury
accessories brand currently selling seasonless silk printed bags. Her work focuses on
natural dyeing methods, printmaking, using
colour and crafting with accessible resources.
FURTHER READING

Artists:
– Louise Upsell
– Cara Marie Piazza
– TigraxTigra

BUNDLE DYE
BAGS

– To watch a video of the bag being made
you can see it at http://www.storeprojects.
org/events/makers-manual-11-bundle-dyebags

LIST OF MATERIALS AND TOOLS

INTRODUCTION
Bundle dyeing is a natural dye technique which allows the direct application of botanical colours from flowers, food waste and
other plant materials onto natural fibre cloth (cotton, linen, silk or
wool). In this Makers Manual we will be focusing on flowers and
plant material to create a unique print design for a drawstring bag.
This is an introduction into the world of printmaking and natural
dyeing, feel free to try this out on any textiles you have at home.

Bundle Dyeing
STEP 1
Scouring - Scouring removes any waxes,
finishing or residue from a textile material
allowing mordant and dye stuff to penetrate and
adhere thoroughly and uniformly. Using warm
water and pH neutral soap (mild dishwashing
detergent will do) fill a pot and leave to simmer
for one hour. Rinse, allow to air dry.
STEP 2
Mordant (optional) - A mordant is a dye
fixative. Here we are using an aluminium based
mordant to produce a brighter long lasting colour. Fill a pot with enough water to submerge
your fabric so it can move around freely. Add
one teaspoon of Alum, stir until dissolved then
add scoured fabric. Keep water just under a
simmer and occasionally stir for 45-60 minutes.
Remove fabric, ring out excess water and
allow it to cool down and dry naturally.
STEP 3
Prepare dye stuff - We will be using flowers/ plant material. Foraged flowers or dried
flowers are perfect. The more colour the better!
(Do note that not all plant material produces
colour so have a variety).
With your damp fabric laying flat, place
your plant material on one half of the fabric.
Cover all areas including the edges for even
coverage. Go for a controlled pattern or scatter
in a random arrangement.

another direction. Wrap a piece of string tightly
around the bundle. Secure with a knot. (Optional, use lemon juice/ white vinegar or bicarbonate soda on folded fabric before rolling).

– Natural fibre fabric (cotton, linen, silk or
wool)
– Dye stuff - f lowers, any plant material
– Alum (optional)
– Steamer (or saucepan and colander)
– Lemon juice/ white vinegar or bicarbonate
soda
– Cord or ribbon (for drawstrings)
– String/ elastic bands
– Pins
– Iron
– Scissors
– Needle/ thread or sewing machine
SAFETY

Work in a well ventilated area. We recommend using a face mask and gloves when
working with a mordant. Dispose of used
mordants and dye baths safely.

Makers Manual is a collaborative
project between exciting makers
and STORE STORE. Participation
is free and no design background is
necessary. You can share your creations using #makersmanual. We
will pick our favourite submissions
and publish the results in a limited
printed edition of all of the manuals. Everyone who makes it into the
book will receive a free copy.
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Bag Making
STEP 1
Using the bundle dyed fabric cut out 2
identical rectangular pieces of fabric. Note: You
will lose 3-4cm from the sewing process so
allow extra fabric and measure accordingly.

STEPS 3

STEP 1
STEP 4

STEP 5
Place in steamer. If you don’t have a
steamer place a colander over a saucepan and
cover. If the bundle starts to dry out, pour some
water on it, ensuring the bundle is kept wet
throughout. Every 30 minutes rotate the bundle,
this is to ensure even colouring. Steam for 1-1.5
hours.

This project is supported by Coal
Drops Yard.

STEP 2
Hem the top of each piece of fabric. To
hem, fold over 1cm, iron, pin and stitch across
using a sewing machine or needle and thread.
Note: We are working on the back of the fabric,
so right sides together.

STEP 5

STEP 6
Fold the top edge. Pin and stitch all the
way around. This creates the channel for the
drawstring.
STEP 7
Turn your bag the right way round. Feed
your cord into one hole all the way around and
out the same hole. Repeat on the other side.

STEP 7
STEP 2

STEP 3
Measure 2.5cm from the top edge and
mark with a pin. Leave a 1cm gap and mark
with another pin. Do this on the left and right
side of your fabric.
STEP 5

STEP 3

STEP 4 - Once you’re happy with your
arrangement, fold the clear part of the fabric
over. Roll up tightly and avoid creasing. You
can either secure the roll now or roll it again in
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STEP 6
Let the bundle cool down properly, overnight if possible. If you can’t wait that long, 2-3
hours will do. Unravel and get rid of any plant
material, rinse fabric. Allow fabric to air dry.
Iron to set colour.

STEP 4
With the right sides together, stitch all
around leaving a 1.5cm seam allowance. Leave
a gap between the pins.
STEP 5
Press open the seam allowance using an
iron.
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